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AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION OF TEMPLATE-BASED DISPLAY ADS BY SERVERSIDE PRE-RENDERING OR PRE-FORMATTING
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001]

This disclosure generally relates to providing code to a client.
BACKGROUND

[0002]

Ad servers generally create code for an ad and provide the code to a client.

At the client, pre-rendered code is created, and then the ad is rendered.
SUMMARY
[0003]

In general, a system for pre-processsing code is presented. Pre-rendering or

pre-formatting are used to optimize ad serving. Ad data, size information, and an ad
template, combined into JSON-HTML-JavascriptTM-CSS code, can be pre-rendered by
an ad server, requiring minimal JavascriptTM code to be provided to a client and saving
processing time on the client. Pre-processing templates on the ad server can
substantially reduce ad size and load time, and the size of JavaScriptTM (JS) can be
minimized.
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
[0004]

FIG. 1 is an example is a block diagram showing a comparison between

current technology and a proposed solution for pre-rendering code.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0005]

Typically, template-based display ads are based on a JavaScriptTM Object

Notation (JSON) description. The JSON can include, in some cases, the type of
template to use, the text to be shown, the images to use, the target URL, and other
information. The JSON description can be turned into a display ad by way of a Flash
binary file or, more common recently, by way of JS and HTML code. In the case of
JS+HTML templates, the JSON is used to build a custom iframe, where the document
object module (DOM) tree is constructed based on the information in the ad. This
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building of the DOM tree has a cost in terms of latency, as the whole process (e.g.,
including reading the JSON, generating elements, and attaching the elements) needs to
be done before the ad can be rendered. Moreover, only after the iframe is built can the
browser download additional resources (e.g., images), and this requires reflowing and
rendering in the browser. This paper shows how the process of going from the JSON to
the HTML can be done in a server, e.g., before the ad gets served. This can be
implemented in different ways, as described below, resulting in the ad changing from a
mostly JSON+HTML+JS format to a mostly HTML+JS+CSS format, which the browser
is much better at rendering. Further, implementations can use fewer bytes and keep all
other attributes intact (e.g., UX, interaction, quality, etc.).
[0006]

Approaches were tested that had worked in the processing of Flash ads to

more generic HTML ads. Analyzing a current corpus of ads, for example, can show that
many ads are rendered using templates that load data from a JSON file. Once the
template is applied, these ads only use cascading style sheet (CSS) animations or the
exit code, so all the JS code is used to generate the iframe with the ad. Initial
experiments have shown that certain types of devices can render preprocessed ads
(e.g., ads with all the JS code pre-applied to include only HTML+CSS) two to three
times faster.
[0007]

This paper deals with the generation of optimized versions (e.g., lower

latency, smaller size, more performant, or other attributes) of creatives that originally
use a template. The techniques described herein can also be applied to any type of
creative. The optimization can be done in a backend or server, and can be done in real
time (with smaller advantages for latency), in a batch process (allowing the processing
to be applied to a broad set of creatives), or on creation or upload of new creatives.
Currently, ad systems may serve several different types of creatives based on
templates. A subset of these may use a type of creative that loads the information from
a JSON file and then uses JS code to generate a DOM tree inside an iframe that is
originally empty. There is a more recent type of creative that just populates the iframe
with the content of a HTML file created by the advertisers. Using the techniques
2
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described herein, the first type of ads can be turned into something more akin to the
second. This can provide many advantages. For example, loading time is reduced, as
part of the work currently done in the browser is done in the server. Moreover, the
browser does not need to deal with content that is changing during load. Another
advantage is a reduction in size. This is because JS is no longer needed to generate
HTML. Other potential savings realized from pre-processing can allow, for example,
aggressive resizing of images. To achieve pre-processing, some implementations can
run a modified version of a web browser in the server. Then an ad is loaded into the
modified browser, and the generated iframe is captured. Given that this iframe has all
the information to render the ad, most of the JS used to generate the ad, as well as the
JSON object, can be discarded. The resulting converted version of the creative can be
served as a regular HTML ad (in contrast to one based on a JSON template). An
alternative implementation is based on creating a generic version of the template in
HTML, populating the fields with the values from the JSON file, and then serving the
generated HTML.
[0008]

A review of ads delivered revealed that many of the ads use a predefined

template. The template is populated with JSON data that describes the ad and the ad
size, and the JSON data is pushed to the client. The templates have HTML code that
defines where the different elements are in the DOM, CSS code that defines the styling
(e.g., including animations), and JS code that is mostly used to populate the template
from the JSON data.
[0009]

Current implementations can push, to the client, all the code that deals with

turning the JSON into the actual rendered iframe. This is doing exactly the same work
(particularly for the suggestion auto-layout, slightly different as in choosing the image for
the product template) each time, as the size of the ad is pre-defined on the server.
[0010]

The techniques proposed herein show that pushing work onto the server,

such as using an offline batch process to pre-render/pre-process templated ads, can
reduce the ad load time two-to-three times on some devices. Techniques used for pre3
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processing can also lead to other opportunities for optimizations, such as image
resizing, which initial analysis shows could substantially reduce the number of bytes.
[0011]

One of the main goals of pre-processing can be to reduce

layout/styling/formatting JS code as much as possible on the client side by moving the
code to the server side. However, some parts of the JS code served still need to be
served to the client. This code can include, for example, code for exit APIs, icons, and
any code used for spam detection and/or quality measurements.
[0012]

Current templates are populated with ad data, a JSON object that describes

the content of the ad, and other attributes such as size. This populated information is
included with JS code that uses the data in the JSON object to build the DOM tree into
an iframe. This process, however, is nearly always the same for the same-sized ad for
most templates.
[0013]

However, once the templates are populated with ad data, they are served to

the user, while the step of using the ad data to generate the actual iframe that is shown
(referred to as pre-rendering in this doc) is always the same. This repeated process can
take up to 300ms on a particular device that was studied, a process that is
unnecessarily pushed to the user.
[0014]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a comparison between current technology

102 and a proposed solution 104 for pre-rendering code. In the proposed solution 104,
for example, pre-rendering 106 occurs on an ad server 108, instead of, as is the case
for the current technology 102, a client 110. The proposed solution 104 can be used for
various types of ad layouts, including the suggestion auto-layout and the product
template.
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FIG. 1
[0015]

The Suggestion Auto-layout template has a configurable ad size, although

once the size is fixed (e.g., at serving time), the ad does not reflow or change. This
implies that, although one template is enough for every size, pre-rendering would need
to be done for each different size.
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[0016]

For example, the current technology loads the ad data from a JSON object,

formats the data into the template, and then draws the ad inside an iframe. The
proposed output actually loads this pre-rendered or pre-formatted version in an iframe.
An example analysis of achievable improvements using the suggestion auto-layout is
provided in Table 1:

Without pre-rendering With pre-rendering
Amount of data served (baring images)

32.2Kb

6.4Kb

Loading

47ms

20ms

Scripting

367ms

55ms

Rendering

120ms

63ms

Painting

50ms

32ms

Table 1 - Achievable Improvements Using Suggestion Auto-Layout
[0017]

The product template has the size predefined. However, the template, in

some sizes, may only show some of the products that the template includes. This can
be resolved by randomly placing some of the products in an n-by-m or an x-by-1 (e.g.,
2x2 or 4x1) grid. To pre-render, this can be done with minimal JS code, or can be done
server-side by keeping different instances of the same ad, although possibly requiring
additional infrastructure.
[0018]

For example, the current technology loads the ad data from a JSON object,

formats the data into the template, and then draws the ad inside an iframe. The
proposed output actually loads this pre-rendered or pre-formatted version in an iframe.
An example analysis of achievable improvements using the product template is
provided in Table 2:
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Without pre-rendering

With pre-rendering

Amount of data served (baring images)

40.0Kb

4.7Kb

Loading

52ms

20ms

Scripting

244ms

58ms

Rendering

35ms

13ms

Painting

5ms

3ms

Table 2 - Achievable Improvements Using Product Template
[0019]

In addition to current industry efforts associated with image recompression,

there are also opportunities for image resizing based on template size. An analysis of
top ads by impressions has shown that the product template uses several times as
many bytes as necessary. Through detailed analysis of image resizing, results have
indicated that the median ad is using more space than necessary, and reducing the size
of the template would result in faster loading time.
[0020]

Research associated with this paper dealt only with non-responsive ads and

did not specifically address responsive ads. However, if the loading times are several
times faster for non-responsive ads, there might be a case for adapting similar solutions
to responsive ads. Some templates might have additional features that may not be
pre-rendered effectively. For example, allowing a template to choose a subset products
requires additional JS code. Batch conversions might mean delay on serving ads or that
some impressions are served without the optimizations. Doing the optimizations during
serving time might be prohibitively costly or may negate most of the gains by delaying
the serving of the ads.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
Pre-rendering or pre-formatting are used to optimize ad serving. Ad data, size
information, and an ad template, combined into JSON-HTML-JavascriptTM-CSS code,
can be pre-rendered by an ad server, requiring minimal JavascriptTM code to be
provided to a client and saving processing time on the client.
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